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NONSMOOTHABLE, UNSTABLE GROUP ACTIONS

BY

DENNIS PIXTON(')

Abstract. For k > 1 there is a nonempty open set of C ' actions of Z* on

Sl, no element of which is either topologically conjugate to a C2 action or

structurally stable. The Cl closure of this set contains all C1 actions which

have compact orbits, so no such action is structurally stable in the space of

C ' actions.

1. Introduction. Let M be a smooth manifold, G a Lie group. A C action of

G on M is a homomorphism p: G-»Diff(A/), the group of C diffeomor-

phisms of M, such that the evaluation map (y, p) -» p(y)(p) is C. The space

of such actions, equipped with the standard C topology [see §2], is denoted

by &r(G, M).

This paper is concerned with the following question: When can a given C

action be approximated by a smoother action? In other words: What is the

closure of &r+l(G, M) in &r(G, M)1 For G = Z or R and r > 0, the classical

answer is "everything"-in this case <Sf(G, M) is identified with the space of

C diffeomorphisms or flows.

We restrict ourselves in this paper to the case G = Zk, k > 1, and M = Sx.

In this case we show that there are many C1 actions which cannot be

smoothed. Denoting by &rc(G, M) the subspace of actions which have a

compact orbit, we have

Theorem A. Suppose k > 1. Then &2c(Zk, S1) is nowhere dense in

@}(Zk,Sx). In fact there is an open set $ c &x(Zk, S ') such that

C1(®)D &2c(Zk,Sl)

but no action in ÍB is topologically conjugate to a C2 action.

An obvious consequence is that no C2 action is structurally stable in

S'(Z*,S')-this is in contrast to the stability results of [6]. Moreover, we show

Theorem B. No action in C1C& ) is structurally stable.

It is natural to conjecture that <3à is dense in @}(Zk, Sx) [and that &c may

be replaced by & in Theorem A]. The obstruction to proving this seems to be
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260 DENNIS PIXTON

the unsatisfactory state of the closing lemma for group actions. See the

comments at the end of §3.

As a by-product of the main construction we produce a generalization of

the Denjoy diffeomorphism, which is the k = 1 case of the following.

Theorem C. For k > 1 there is a free C1 action of Z* on Sx which is not

topologically conjugate to a C2 action.

The definitions and proofs for Theorems A and B are in §§2, 3, and the

proof of Theorem C is in §4.

Remarks. 1. Rosenberg and Thurston [7] constructed C° actions which

cannot be approximated by C2 actions, and Hermann [4, p. 412] established a

C° version of Theorem C.

2. Our results yield, via suspension, nonsmoothing and instability results for

codimension-one foliations, and also for actions of R* x Z' with k + I > 1.

3. Little seems to be known about the smoothing problem for other groups

or manifolds, or even for C actions of Zk on Sx with r =£ 1. However, it

follows from the existence of stable actions [6] that, for r > 1, the closure of

t?+1(Z*, Sx) in &r(Zk, Sx) has nonempty interior.

2. Essential orbits and bands of orbits. We first recall some definitions. We

give Diff(Af) the uniform C topology, and 6?(G, M) the corresponding

compact-open topology. If M is compact and G is compactly generated then,

for r < oo, it is easy to construct a complete metric for &r(G, M). If G is

finitely generated, with generators y,,..., yk, then a sequence p„ of actions

converges to p0 in &r(G, M) iff the sequences p„(y() converge to p0(y,) in

Difir(M), 1 < /' < k. For a fixed action p we denote the isotropy subgroup of

p G M by Gp, the orbit of A c M by QA, and we usually write yp for

p(y\p), Dy(p) for the derivative D[p(y)](p). Two actions p, p of G on M are

topologically conjugate iff there is a homeomorphism h: M-> M such that

Ap(y) = p(y)h for all y G G. An action p G &r(G, M) is structurally stable iff

it is topologically conjugate to all actions in some neighborhood of p.

For the rest of the paper G = Zk with k > 1, and, unless otherwise

indicated, all actions are C1 actions of G on S '. The topology on actions is

always the C1 topology. We think of Sx as R/Z, and use all its standard

structure without comment.

We say an orbit Qp is essential iff for some compact interval 7 containing p,

8X,... ,8k E G, and s = k — rank Gp we have

(a)   pi 2 n,S, 17 n 7 i= 0<* nx-= ns = 0,
(2.1) Ul      '

05)   5S+ j,..., 8k are linearly independent and p(5,)7

C int 7 for s < i < k.
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Define % = {p E &X(G, Sx): (2.1) is satisfied for some I, 8X,..., 8k). Since

commuting homeomorphisms of a compact interval always have a common

fixed point, we see that p£§, iff p has an essential orbit 0p with rank

Gp = k — s. An orbit Bp with rank Gp = k — 1 is called a cylindrical orbit,

and we are mainly interested in the set ®, of actions with essential cylindrical

orbits. This set is not open; however,

Lemma 2.1. © = ÍB0 n $1 is open.

Proof. Take p G ÍB. Since p G ®0 we have a compact interval K and

linearly independent y,,..., yk E G satisfying

(2.2) p(y,.)A: c int K,       1 < i < k.

Similarly, since p G 6Jbx we have a compact interval / and linearly indepen-

dent 8X,..., 8k E G satisfying

(a) p(n8x )/ n / = 0   for zz =£ 0,
(2.3) W

(b) p(8¡)I c int I,      2<i<k.

There is clearly a neighborhood % of p such that (2.2) and (2.3b) hold for

p£%. Replacing 5, by m8x for some m i= 0 we may assume that ¿5, is a

linear combination of the y, and that p(S,) is orientation preserving. Then,

shrinking %, if necessary, and using (2.3a) for p, we have

(24) p(8x )/ n / = 0   for ¡5 G %.

Take p G 6lL, so ¡5(5,) is orientation preserving and has a fixed point (since

the p(y() do). Thus, if J denotes the component of Sx \ (fixed point set of

p(S,)) which contains I, then p(8x) is a monotone map of the interval J onto

itself, so (2.4) implies (2.3a) for p. Therefore % c 'S, so $ is open.

Lemma 2.2. A/o ¿tc/iozz izz <$>s, for s > I, is topologically conjugate to a C2

action.

Proof. Replacing p by p2, we may assume p is orientation preserving. If p

is topologically conjugate to a C2 action then the structure theorem [10]

shows: Gp is constant on components of S1 \ (union of compact orbits), and

rank Gp < k — 2 =* Gp is dense in a neighborhood of p. If 0 < s < k and

(2.1b) is satisfied then / must meet a compact orbit, contradicting (2.1a). If

s = k and (2.1a) is satisfied then any p E int / has a nowhere dense orbit,

contradicting the structure theorem.

Thus the set $ satisfies half of Theorem A-but we have not yet shown that

© is nonempty. To complete the proof of Theorems A and B we require

some perturbation theory. First, a definition: Suppose Gp is constant forp in

some open connected set V; then 0 F is called a band of orbits-a cylindrical

band if the orbits are cylindrical. The following three results will be proved in

the next section.
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Proposition 2.3 (Thickening orbits). 7/p G &xc(G, Sx) has a cylindrical

orbit then it may be approximated by an action with a cylindrical band.

Proposition 2.4 (Cutting bands). 7/p G 8)c(G, Sx) has a cylindrical band

0 V, and p E V, then p may be approximated by an action p such that

(a)   p and p agree on Sx \QV,

(2-5) (b)   there is a neighborhood U of p such that only one

cylindrical p-orbit meets U, and this orbit is essential.

Proposition 2.5. Any C2 action in &XC(G, Sx) may be approximated by an

action in 9>0 with a cylindrical band.

Now C\(%) d &2C(G, Sx) follows immediately from Propositions 2.5 and

2.4, and we have proved Theorem A.

Proof of Theorem B. It is sufficient to show that no p G © is structurally

stable. If p G 9> has no cylindrical bands then we can use Proposition 2.3 to

approximate p by an action p with cylindrical bands. Then p is not conjugate

to p, so p is not structurally stable.

Now assume p has cylindrical bands. Let a" be a complete metric on

éE'(G, Sx) and take e > 0. Set p0 = p and define a sequence py- of actions

recursively as follows. Let 0 V be a cylindrical band of p. such that length of

V is maximal, and letp be the midpoint of V. Then take pJ+x satisfying (2.5)

with

d(pJ+x,Pj)<e/2J+2.

Set p = lim pj. Then d(p, p) < e but p has no cylindrical bands and so is not

conjugate to p. So, in this case as well, p is not structurally stable.

3. Perturbations. We need two preliminary lemmas. The first is a formula-

tion of the well-known procedure of "inserting intervals".

Lemma 3.1. Suppose Q c Sx is_ countable, and [Xq: q E Q) is a sequence of

positive numbers with finite sum X. Then there is a continuous map h: Sx -* Sx

such that

(a) \h(t)- t\<Xforallt ESX,

(b) For q E Q,h~xq = Iq is an interval of length Xq =

(3.1) yi +X)-1,
(c) h is injective on Sx\h~xQ, and is affine on the

components oSSx \ h~xQ, with derivative 1 + X.

The simple construction is essentially contained in [9].
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Next we introduce a useful group action. Let R+ denote the multiplicative

group of positive reals.

Lemma 3.2. There is a C°° action y o/R3+ on D = {(t, X) G R2: 0 < t < X,

X > 0} such that

(a) ç(r, d_, d+ )(t, X) = (<p(t, X, r, d_, d+ ), X)

for some <p: D XR3+^R,

dm {d_,    t = 0,
(3.2) (b)^(t,X,r,d_,d+)=^    tm%f

(c)   r~x(dy/dt)(t,  X,   r,   d_,   d+)-*l   uniformly   in

(t, X) E D as r~xd_ -> 1 and r~xd+ -> 1.

Proof. Let g: [0, 1] -> R be C°°, with g("\0) = 0, n > 0; g(l) = 0, g'(l) =
1. Let y(y0, x) be the solution of

dy/dx - g(y),      y(y0, 0) = y0.

Then g(0) = g(l) = 0=> v(0, x) = 0, y(l, x) = 1 for all x. From basic dif-

ferential equation theory we conclude that v is defined on all of [0, 1] X R,

and that x ->y( , x) is a C°° action of R on [0, 1].

Next consider Y = 9y/9y0; this satisfies

dY/dx = g'(y(y0, x))Y,       Y(y0, 0) = 1.

From v(l, x) = 1 and g'(l) = 1 we find

(3-3) 9y(l,x)/8y0=e*.

Similarly, from g(n)(0) = 0 we deduce

Now define, for s E [-X/2, X/2] and o = sgn(s),

<p^2 +s,X,r,d_,d+j= r— +qyi-^, log -j j.

For s = 0 either choice of o yields q> = r + X/2, so <p is continuous on

Z) X R3+. In fact, using (3.4) one readily verifies that <p is C00. Define ç by

(3.2a); it is easy to check that ç> is an action. Compute

9<P 3y / 2aj   ,      ^a \
ïï-rVo\T>lo*7}

Plugging in s = ±A/2 and using (3.3) yields (3.2b), and (3.2c) is just the

translation of the fact that dy/dy0 = 1 on A = [0, 1] X {0} and is uniformly

continuous on a neighborhood of A.
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We are now ready to provide the proofs promised in the preceding section.

Our main technique in constructing perturbations is, first, to produce a

piecewise linear approximation (infinitely many pieces) with suitable uniform-

ity properties, and then to use the action of Lemma 3.2 to smooth off the

corners.

Proof of Proposition 2.3. Suppose p G &XC(G, Sx) has a cylindrical orbit

0p. Elementary abelian group theory gives us 5 G G and a subgroup H D Gp

such that G = Z5 © 77. Since p has a compact orbit we can find m ¥= 0 and

a_, a+ G S1 such that, for o = ±, 0aa is compact and p(nm8)p -» ag as

n -> acó. Set g = p(m8), K = {/S + y: 0 < / < m, y E 77}. Any q E Bp

may be written as g"(Kp), k E K.

We want to insert intervals at the points of 0p; for this we need positive

numbers X(q), depending on e > 0, such that

(a)   (X(yq)/X(q))\Dy(q)\~l G (1 - e, 1 + e) for all a G 0p
and y in some basis of G,

(3.5) (b) the quantity in (a) tends to 1 as q -» 0ao,

(c)X = 2{Ma):aG0p}<e.

To do this, choose X(p) = X(g~xp) > 0 and N > 0. Define X(g"p) recursively

by

Kgn+"P)
\Dg"(g"p)\, \n\< N,

(n/(n + o))2\Dg"(a0)\,     \n\> N,Ks"p)

where o = sgn(n). Then set

X(g\p) =\DK(g"p)\X(g"p),       kEK.

To see that this is well defined it is sufficient to check that Dk(p) = 1 if

k E Gp. For this, differentiate gnK = Kg" and use Kg"p = g"p to get Dn(p) =

DK(g"p) ̂ > Dit(a+) as n -> co. And Dk(o+) = 1 because k has fixed points in

any neighborhood of a+. Continuity of Dg" and a simple chain rule calcula-

tion prove (3.5a, b) for y G K and N sufficiently large. Notice that \Dg"(aa)\

< 1, since a0 is a contracting fixed point of g". Then, for fixed N and k G K,

X(g\p) is bounded by (constant) • n~2X(p). Since {rçp: k E K) is a finite set

we see that (3.5c) is satisfied for X(p) sufficiently small.

Now get Iq, Xq (q E 0p) and h from Lemma 3.1. Define p(y) on Sx \ h~lQp

by the conjugacy hp(y) = p(y)h. Recall the map <p of Lemma 3.2, and define

p(y): Iq -* Iyq by

(3-6) <p(,Xq,\q/Xq,\Dy(q)\,\Dy(q)\)
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and appropriate identifications; i.e., use isometries to identify Iq with [0, X],

Iyq with [0, a^], in such a way that D [p(y)] has the same sign as D [p(y)].

Then p is an action because of the group properties of <p. It is continuous

and C'-except possibly at h"'ßa^-because the definitions fit together prop-

erly at the endpoints of the Iq [use (3.2b)]. To check that p is C1 on Sx we

need only check that D [p(y)](0 has a limit as / G U Iq converges to t+ E

h~xGa±, but this is clear from (3.5b) and (3.2c). From (3.5), (3.1), (3.2) we see

that p -» p as e -» 0. Finally, notice that, for k E Gp, p(zc): Ip -» Ip is given by

<p(, Xp, 1, 1, 1) = identity, so the p orbit of int Ip is a cylindrical band.

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.

Proof of Proposition 2.4. We havep G V, and 0 F is a cylindrical band.

We retain the definitions of 5, g, H, K, a± as in the last proof.

The first step is to approximate p by an action which is linear along 0p.

Take N large enough, depending on e > 0, so that, for t E gn«.V, k, f G K,

and o = sgn(zz), we have

(3.7) \D£ (t)/DS (Kaa)\ G (1 - e, 1 + e)   for \n\ > N, and -> 1 as |/i|-> oo.

Set KN = {nm8 + k: \n\ < N, k E K) and select an interval / c V, with

midpoint p, such that

(3.8) \DS (t)/DS (yp)\ E (1 - e, 1 + e)   for t G ylp, y, f G KN.

This is possible by uniform continuity of the finitely many functions DÇ\yV

(£, y G KN). For q = yp E 0p set Iq = ylp, Xq = length of Iq. Let z3/ be the

endpoints of Ip and set bq = yb*; let Iq be the middle third of the interval

Iq. Now define p(y) = p(y) off of Qlp; define p(y) to be affine from Iq onto

I°q, and define p(y) on the other thirds of /, by cp(, Xq/3, Xyq/Xq, \Dy{b*)\,

Xyq/Xq) with appropriate identifications. Do this so the definitions match up

(including derivatives) at the boundaries. Using (3.7), (3.8) and the properties

of rp, we see that p is a C ' action and p -» p as e -» 0.

So replace p by p; then

(3.9) \Dy(t)\ = \q/Xq   for tElq°,y EG.

We shall require positive numbers pnJ (n,j E Z), depending on e > 0, with

the following properties:

(a) 2   /\,= 1.   all n,

(b) | ft,+\J\h4 - 11, | tJ.nJ+1/pnJ - 11 < £,

(c) the quantities in (b) approach 0 as |zz| +1/|-» oo.

For this, let n > 0 and set
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3 n+j2

/v = ■
I/I < »,

5    n(n + \)(n + 2)

f*|y|,»> \J\ > »•
Then (3.10a,c) are easy to check for p^-standard summation formulas work

for (a), and straightforward estimates for (c). Define pnj = jîN+\n\J. For N

sufficiently large, (b) is also satisfied.

Now let Jp be one half of the interval Ip [so thatp is an endpoint of Jp] and

set Jyp = yJp, so Jq has length Xq/6. Recall the decomposition G = Z5 © 77;

let 77: G -» Z be the projection on the first factor. Partition J into subinter-

vals JypJ (j E Z) with \pJ = ¡i^j ■ \p/6. Do this so that JypJ is between

JypJ-\&TldJypJ+l and

(3.11) Jypj-*yP   as/-»+00.

Set 5, = 5, let 52,..., 8k be a basis for 77, and define a homomorphism t:

G -» Z by 5, -> 1, all i. Then define p(y) = p(y) off of BJp, and define p(y):
Jqi^Jy<iJ+Ty by means of

<K , V /), rp rJ+x) with r, = \qJ+Ty/XqJ.

It is, as usual, easy to check that p is a continuous action which is C1 on

Sx \cQJp. Since 3 QJp is countable, p is a C1 action iff

(3.12) D[p(y)](t)^D[p(y)]{Q

as t E ÜJp converges to r# G 3 QJp. But, with / G J^, we have

=   \s + y)p,¡ + rr    '    \{ + y)p     NiS + vyJ + ry)

Aö.,i Aù> r^S,¡

Then, for fixed y, as f-»/+ the first factor approaches |7J>[p(y)](i„)|-see

(3.9)-and \mÇ| + |/| -» oo, so the second factor tends to 1 by a finite number

of applications of (3.10c). Thus, using (3.2c), we have (3.12). Similar argu-

ments, applied with y = 8X,..., 8k and using (3.10b), show that p-*p as

e->0.
Now from (3.11) it is clear that no cylindrical orbits pass through int Jp; in

fact, one may readily check that 0 (int Jp) is a band of orbits with common

isotropy group = Gp n ker t, and so of rank k — 2.

Finally, perform the same construction on QJp where Jp is the other half of

7^°, so that (3.11) holds for Jyp. Then, for the perturbed action, no cylindrical

orbit except 0p meets int 7^°, and from (3.11) it follows that 0p is essential.

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. Suppose p has a flat compact orbit Gp, i.e.,

I-Dy(p)I = 1 for all y E Gp. First, imitate the proof of Proposition 2.3 to

obtain a band of compact orbits. Then imitate the proof of Proposition 2.4 to

introduce a cylindrical band and an essential compact orbit.
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The alternative is that all compact orbits are hyperbolic, i.e., whenever 0p

is compact there is some y G Gp with \Dy(p)\ =£ 1. In this case the argument

is based on Kopell [3]. Let /,,..., Ir be the closures of the components of

S ' \ (union of the compact orbits), and set H = (y G G: ylx = /,}. If y G H

reversed orientation then y would have a unique fixed point in int /,, whose

orbit would be compact. Thus all y G H preserve orientation, whence we

deduce ylj — L, t < j < r. Using [3, Corollary 1] we can find S E H such

that \D8(p)\ ¥= 1 for allp with compact orbits. Set

6j = [h G Diffx(Ij): hp(8) = p(8)h andDh > 0}.

By [3, Lemma 3] there is a closed subgroup Tj c R and a unique injectiye

action uV G &x(Tj, Ij) such that <//,(!) = p(8)\Ij and Gj = \pj(Tj). Gluing

together the i^.'s gives a C1 action \p of T = T, n • • • (1 Tr on Sx. Note that

if/: I¡~*Ij is a diffeomorphism commuting with p(8) then 6¡ = f~xQjf; it

follows, by uniqueness, that \¡/¡(t) = /~ty7-(f)/- So for all y G G and r G T we

have p(y)iK') = ^(Op(y)-
Define a homomorphism a: H->T by p(y) = i//(a(y)). If a(H) is cyclic

then it is easy to see that, for p G int IJt Hp = ker a, so rank Hp = k — I.

And clearly G^ = Hp, so 0(int 7,-) is a cylindrical band. If a(H) is not cyclic

then T = R. Then a extends to ax: G->R, which may be approximated

(compact-open topology) by â,: G -> R such that a,(G) is cyclic. Define

p(y) = p(y)^[«i(Y)- «i(y)]-

Then p is a C1 action and p(y) = \p(ax(y)) for y G H. So, by the argument

above, p has cylindrical bands. Also, p -» p as ax -» a,, so we are done with

Proposition 2.5.

Remark. We are left with the open question: Is ÍB dense in éE'(G, Sx)1

This resolves itself into two problems: (a) whether ÍB is dense in &XC(G, Sx),

and (b) whether &xe(G, Sx) is dense in @}(G, Sx). Problem (b) is essentially a

weak closing lemma, which is well known for G = R or Z [5], and false for

general groups and manifolds [2]; there remains some meager encouragement

when G is abelian [8], but even for Z2 acting on S ' the answer is unknown.

Problem (a) asks whether any action with a compact orbit can be approxi-

mated by an action with a cylindrical orbit, and so is closely related to the

closing lemma. The proof of Proposition 2.5 relies heavily on Kopell's work

on centralizers, which definitely fails (by the examples in this paper) for C1

diffeomorphisms.

4. Denjoy actions. We now present the proof of Theorem C, which is quite

similar to the arguments in §3. Recall that an action is free iff all isotropy

groups are trivial.

We start with a free linear action p; in particular, all orbits are dense and
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(4.1) Dy(t) = 1,   all t G S1 and y G G.

In terms of some basis 8X, .. . ,8k for G we write |2«,5,| = 2|«,|. Select

positive numbers Xy, for y G G, such that

(a) 2   \< °°-
(4.2) *eG

(b) For any 5 G G, Ä^/Ä^ -» 1 as |y|-» oo.

For example, \ = (1 + |y|)~*_I works. Choose p G Sx and apply Lemma

3.1 to 0p to obtain h, \, Iy. Now define p(5) on Sx \ A-10p by Ap(5) =

p(8)h, and define p(5): Iy -» 7y+s, using the action of Lemma 3.2 and

appropriate identifications, by <p(, \, \+s/\, 1,1). As in the last section, it

is easy to see that p is a continuous action, C ' on U = U (int 7Y). To see that

it is C1 on S' it is sufficient to check (a) D[p(8)](t) = 1 for t EdU, and (b)

-D[p(S)](0-* I as t E U converges to /„ G3Í7. But (a) follows from (4.1),

(4.2a) exactly as in Denjoy's original construction [1], [9]. And note that

t E Iy and t -> tm G 3í/=> |y| -> oo, so (b) follows from (4.2b) and (3.2c).

It is clear that p is still a free action. But every t E U has an essential orbit

[note that (2.1b) is vacuous] so p is not conjugate to any C2 action, by Lemma

2.2, and we are done.
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